I started with American Business Systems, Inc. (ABS)
in 1996, joining

a very talented

and caring staff of

commonly used for iPhone and iPads as a way of storing
information

remotely that can be quickly accessed. IT

professionals who had been servicing the water industry

professionals such as ABS are using cloud technology

since the mid 1980s. Back then, technology

to provide unlimited

converting

was just

from DOS-based systems to Windows-based

systems, and because the investment

data accessibility and unparalleled

data security. Cloud technology

is a great option for

those dealers who do not want the cost of purchasing

in upgrading

computers and software was extremely expensi:,e, dealers

and maintaining

data servers. Keep in mind that cloud

were leery and slow to accept new
technology.

Many dealers simply waited

for complete "system failure"
improving

before

or replacing aging computer

equipment.

"

At ABS, we believe that today's 'water
dealers' are true innovators and constantly

But now the relatively low

cost of technology

reinventing the way they package their
product and services.
,

makes it easy and

even imperative for dealers to embrace

,

these efficiencies.
Today as a co-owner of ABS, I work
daily with the drivers, service technicians, office staff and

technology

requires internet

access, so if you don't

owners, giving me a unique perspective into each group's

have a strong, reliable connection to the internet,

equally important

technology

IT needs and wants. End users want

technology that is simple to use but advanced enough
to make them more efficient

by giving them quick and

accurate information.

Owners want stable technology that

increases productivity

and gives them strong reporting

tools that enable them to make informed decisions for their
businesses. Below I offer some of the easiest and effective
ways for you to leverage technology

won't

cloud

be a good solution for you.

• Payment Processing: Technology today affords
customers a myriad of ways to pay their bills, ensuring
that you make it as easy as possible for your customers to
pay you.
• Automatic

ACH and Automatic

Credit Card processing

allow you to control when payments are received.

in

your business.
Operational

Dealership Management Systems

Solutions

IT solutions have revolutionized
office and operational

back

processes in

ways we could never have imagined 30

Innovation/Experience/Know How
Unlock the potential of your Business!

years ago. From order entry to accounts
receivable, IT has streamlined

the

complete range of backend processes
• Operating

Systems: Most business

applications

today are written

Microsoft's

Windows operating

for

• E-Billing
• Service Scheduling
• GPS truck tracking
• PCI/PADSS Compliance
• Dynamic route Optimization with Microsof!® MapPoin~
• Handheld routing and delivery application

system. However, Max OS X, Linux
and Unix are gaining footholds
this environment.
an operating

in

When choosing

system, be sure that

it provides longevity,

a broad

level of support, and a strong user
base. You also need to make sure
that when the operating

system is

upgraded your application

will still

run. For example, is your Windows
application

ready to move from

Windows 7 to Window
• Cloud Technology
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• Payment online offers customers the convenience of

produces your bills and the ability to negotiate

paying their bills online whenever they choose.
• Barcoding Payment Receipts allows you to process
mailed-in

payments up to 10 times faster than manual

• Payment Security is essential when processing credit

• Accounts payable, general ledger and inventory

cards and bank transfers. Be sure your payment

reporting

to simply push a button

is PCI (Payment Card Industry) compliant,

that your information
environment

is encrypted and that you have

a self-certification
is PCI compliant.

and release your accounts

receivable numbers to general ledger. They enable you
to get financial numbers in a quick concise fashion. And

You need to be cautious

if you wrestle with tracking serialized inventory, an

the process of having their application

as PCI-PADSScompliant.

purposes. These systems can enable you

to be sure that your office

here because many software vendors have not gone
through

systems

so that you can consolidate your numbers for financial

application
performed

rates is

also a key part of that process.
are a must, especially if you have multiple dealerships

processing.

/

Many already have freedom of choice as to who

certified

Instead they have chosen to

inventory system could relieve a lot of stress.
• Interactive

Website: An interactive

website helps

enhance your customers' experience as well as increase

use 3rd party processors as a way to avoid certification.

your efficiencies.

This means the end user "water dealer" has no choice

your customer data so that they can pay bills, see their

For example, your website can link to

in selecting a merchant service provider. In effect, the

next deliveries, and ask for email reminders, saving you

dealer is "married"

countless hours and phone calls.

to the processor selected by the 3rd

party, which can resultin

higher processor fees.

• Email Billing has become essential for reducing postage
costs and allowing customers to "GO Green."
• Outsourcing

billing:

For those of you who have

Field Solutions
Every day we see how IT has streamlined
don't have to look much further

processes-you

than your UPS or FedEx

customers who still want to receive paper bills in the

deliveries. The water industry is using these same advances

mail, outsourcing

to make our processes even more efficient

your billing is an option to explore.

and accurate.

Partner with

AL~IED
PURCHASING
to lower you r costs.....
Not-For-Profit
Purchasing Co-Op
Established in 1937
Member Owned

Contact Nicole Reisdorfer
800-247-5956

And ask how you can become
A member of Allied Purchasing.
www.alliedpurchasing.com
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• Handheld computers have made a huge impact on the

You also need to consider the work that needs to be

delivery industry, reducing printing costs, eradicating

performed-Heavy

data entry (payment application,

math errors and reducing the number of staff

charge entry) is probably more easily and efficiently

necessary. These changes have helped dealers present

accomplished at a "workstation"

a professional image, save precious time, realize more

with a tablet's touch screen. While still in their infancy,

profit and provide better customer service. The next

tablets and phone apps have a lot of potential for the

generation

water industry, but they need to be well thought

of hand he Ids will either be ruggedized or

with a keyboard than

out

disposable smart devices. Of course we still worry about

and secure. They can be a huge help with field situations

maximizing driver's performance

such as delivery routes, service calls and management

customer's experience without

and enhancing the

being overwhelmed

reporting

dashboards.

with apps, bells and whistles. But as with all technology
advances, we will have to find the happy medium so that
we don't become too gadget happy to be productive.
• iPads and tablets: Dealers often ask about running their

At ABS, we believe that today's "water dealers" are
true innovators and constantly reinventing the way they
package their product and services. Gone are the days of

programs on their iPhone, iPad, Droid, etc. In many

straight softener sales and perhaps salt delivery or cooler

cases, the answer is a guarded yes-yes

rentals with bottle water delivery. Today's dealers are

if you have

to have reasonable expectations for mobile apps and

"surrounding"

tablets. While these devices have greatly changed our

like maintenance contracts, privilege programs, drinking

lives, if you think about most applications you have on

water units, and filter changes. Tomorrow's software

their customers with products and services

your phone or tablet, you realize that the applications

solutions and technology

typically work in one direction - you can see information,

the water dealers to continue to lower their costs and

but you can't enter much information.

increase productivity.

Mobile apps

in general need to adapt with

cc

and tablet applications tend to be simple in nature and
typically do not allow information

to flow both ways.
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Industry Leader in RO Expertise and Membrane Applications Since 7983™

Why Applied Membranes?
• 25 Years in Business
• ISO 9001-2008 Certified Company
• Technical Support and Service

Manufacturer
• RO, UF, MF, NF Systems to 1 MGD
• Membranes for RO, UF, MF, NF
in Specialty Sizes & Private Label

Distributor
• Extensive Inventory for Immediate
Shipment
• Largest Stocking FILMTEC Distributor
• Master Distributor for Many Products

Applied Membranes,

Inc.

2325 Cousteau cr. Vista, CA 92081-8346
Ph: (760) 727-3711 • Fax: (760) 727-4427
Web: www.AppiiedMembrones.com
E-mail: sales@AppliedMembranes.com

Visit our website for our Complete Product Catalog
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